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to the nation more than any other, more than a mere financial
gain. But evacuation to the legalist was not just a consequence
of the Locarno pacification., but—so little had the Dawes settlement
really removed indemnities from the sphere of politics—part of
the indemnities complex. It was impossible to raise the evacuation
issue alone or to appeal merely to Locarno; he had to raise the
whole reparations issue.   On the wisdom of such raising expert
opinion was sharply divided. On the one hand many in Germany
held that on a definite settlement—only people of extreme views
held that "definitely" meant cancellation—the whole financial
security of Germany depended. Her financial policy as followed
by the Treasury and acquiesced in by successive ministries was
merely one of using any device—principally the policy of bor-
rowing—to pay the national way, using Paul to pay Paul. It was
a process that could not go on even if prosperity continued,
and would certainly end in ruin for Peter when to the boom
succeeded the slump. If the times were not ripe for cancellation
they were, from the German point of view, abundantly ripe for
definiteness, for the lack of which German finance was so little
"sound" that the first new economic crisis would wreck it. On
the other hand those who took an optimistic view of the economic
position and declined to consider things from the narrow German
standpoint thought that new discussions were premature. Ger-
many had so far paid up promptly and fully with apparently no
detriment to her national economy, and the unsoundness of her
finance was'held not unfairly to be due to methods which had
become traditional and not just to a loan policy which meant
at least the profitable circulation of otherwise unproductive money.
Particularly in Allied countries, by the school which still clung
to the theory of indemnities, it was held that for all reasons, sleeping
dogs would be none the worse for going on sleeping. Both views
were incomplete and rested on bases which were composed quite
as much of wish as of thought; the truth was that political reality
will always triumph over economic theory. Whatever the economic
consequences of raising the issue, it had to be raised for political
reasons. That was the necessity that faced Stresemann. Whatever
he thought of the dangers of the present economic confidence

